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Request for a 90 day extension of time to file a request for review by the 
Washington State Supreme Court of an unpublished opinion from the Washington 
State Court of Appeals - Division 1. 

Subject Case is a highly important "Public Interest" Case that involves 
Administrative Law and Court Judicial Due process of Law as it pertains to Citizen 
Taxpayers and Municipal Employee rights in the City of Stanwood Washington. 

Due to car repair costs exceeding $10,000 over the last four months, of necessity I 
request a 90 day extension from the Washington Supreme Court to file a more 
explanatory Request for Review. 

Subject Case is a unusually complex case and I need to obtain the necessary funds 
and time to obtain an Attorney of high Experience and Competence to handle the 
matter at the Supreme Court level. 

The Case issues of Material fact involve Civil Rights as to Federal, State and Local 
Municipality Levels and a just Court Decisions will have a profound importance to 
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all levels of United States Citizenry because it addresses "Pub~~ry-ai!1!) 
Corruption affect on the Local taxpayers. 

-
Presidents such as Richard Nixon and William (Bill) Clinton and Also Hillary 
Clinton progressed from local and State levels to Presid~,ncy ~f-the VI).it~~~Stat.~s 
and therefore emphasize the Importance of Holding Pub'iic.Ser'vB:iits"ptdB~rly .v. 

accountable by "Citizen Taxpayers". 

An investigation by Myself and Eight other City of Stanwood Employees in 2004 
that would have resolved the MATERIAL ISSUES if investigated at that time 
would have prevented the escalation of the issues to Court Litigation Status. 

In the Court Records are proof that we sought to KEEP THE ISSUE RESOLUTION 
"IN HOUSE" at the City of Stanwood in 2004, 2005 and 2006. 

If the Washington Supreme Court will approve this request it should lead to 
proving Honest Efficient long time City Employees should be given more attention 
to requested investigation into higher positioned City Officials actions. 

I made this request under penalty of the Perjury Laws of the State of Washington 
and respectfully request you're much needed approval of it. 

Warren E. Bohon Dated September 8, 2016 

881 port Susan Terrace 

Camano Island Wa 98282 

( 425) 463-8460 

P.S. I note here that Attorney Jayne Freeman submitted and, I believe, was 
approved to submit supplement documents in the Court of Appeals in May 2016, 
and if given the needed due diligence in association with Attorney Grant Weed 
several years earlier this request by me may not have been needed. 
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